
Model Building: Predicting Reading Ability Scores  

In this final exercise, you will fit a model that predicts IRT reading ability scores on the 
basis of age, the respondent's highest level of schooling, the respondent's mother's highest 
level of schooling and the respondent's father's highest level of schooling. Why might 
these variables make useful predictors?  

Before running a regression analysis, consider the level of measurement of each variable. 
The dependent variable, RDABIL, is a strong analytic variable and has been examined 
above in the descriptive statistics exercise. The four independent variables, however, are 
weak analytic variables. All of them consist of ordered categories (also known as an 
ordinal variables). This does not prevent their use in a regression analysis, but caution 
should be taken to ensure the categories are reflective of a true ordering or ranking.  

Check the values of the four variables by running a frequency distribution for 
AGECLPSD, Q22A, Q41, and Q45. Notice that Q41 and Q45 have an odd coding 
scheme. Before conducting a regression analysis, we need to correct this by subtracting 
one from the values between 1 and 13 and then making 0 a missing value.  

From the menu bar, select Transform-Compute and complete the following 
options:  
 

 
 
 Name a new variable EDUMOM in the Target Variable box.  
 Enter the equation: Q41-1.  
 Select the If option and set it to: Q41 < 14  
 Click Continue.  
 Click OK.  
 
 Name a new variable EDUDAD in the Target Variable box.  
 Enter the equation: Q45-1.  
 Select the If option and set it to: Q45 < 14  
 Click Continue.  
 Click OK.  



 
If the Data Editor window is not currently shown, select if by choosing from the 
menu bar, Windows and then LIT89 - Data Editor.  
 
 Move the horizontal slide bar to the far right and locate the two new  
 variables, EDUMOM and EDUDAD.  
 
 Click on EDUMOM so that it is highlighted.  
 Select from the menu bar, Data-Define Variable.  
 Select Missing Values and click on Discrete.  
 Enter 0  
 Click Continue and then OK.  
 
 Returning to the Data Editor, click on EDUDAD to highlight it.  
 Select from the menu bar, Data-Define Variable.  
 Select Missing Values and click on Discrete.  
 Enter 0 and then Continue, OK.  

Confirm that the values of two newly created variables, namely, EDUMOM and 
EDUDAD, contain the desired ordering of categories by running a frequencies 
command.  

How many valid cases are there for EDUMOM? 

How many valid cases are there for EDUDAD? 

From the menu bar, select Statistics-Regression-Linear.  

 



 
 Make RDABIL the Dependent variable.  
 Add AGECLPSD, Q22A, EDUMOM and EDUDAD to  
 the Independent list.  
 Select Statistics and include descriptives.  
 Click Continue.  
 Click OK.  
 

How many valid cases were used in this regression? 

How many cases were omitted? 

Complete the following equation by replacing the coefficients from the B column 
in the results (not the Beta column):  

Pred 
Reading 
Ability 
= 

constant + B1 (Q22A) + B2 (AGECLPSD) + B3 (EDUMOM) + B4 (EDUDAD) 

Pred 
Reading 
Ability 
= 

. + . (Q22A) + . (AGECLPSD) + . (EDUMOM) + . (EDUDAD) 

To complete this exercise, calculate the predicted reading ability for three 
hypothetical cases:  

Independent 
Variable Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 

Age = 21 40 63 

R's Highest 
Education= Some Univ. Sec. School 

Diploma 
Some Sec 
School 

Edumom Univ 
Degree 

Sec. School 
Diploma 

Some Sec 
School 

Edudad Univ 
Degree 

Sec. School 
Diploma 

Some Sec 
School 



Steps to complete this exercise:  

 First, convert the above values into the scales of the independent variables.  
  
 Next plug the values of each variable into the formula estimated above.  
 Case 3 is shown as an example below:  

 Pred Reading Ability of Case 3:  

  Read Ability = 242 + -6(ageclpsd) + 6(q22a) + 1(edumom)  
  + 1(edudad)  
 
  Read Ability = 242 + -6(5) + 6(3) + 1(3) + 1(3)  
 
  236 is the predicted reading ability score.  
 
Complete the predictions for hypothetical cases one and two.  


